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“The cost of effective communication between people
is much higher than is commonly supposed. It is expensive
in time, in understanding, and in emotional control.
“The reasons for this are that the process of communication
is much less simple than we ordinarily realize, and meaning
(or that which gets across in communication) is more than
a matter of logical facts. Words can do only a small part
in building understanding.”
—D r. Paul P igors
Professor of Industrial Relations
Department of Economics and Social Science
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

A CO M M ON PROBLEM

“Too often there is a lack of face-to-face communication with our
staff members—there are not enough hours in the day. Our manual
is the best substitute, but it doesn’t always work and it often pro
duces a rather cold and impersonal relationship with staff mem
bers.”
“In a growing firm, where the staff is increasing, there is a ten
dency for the partners to lose the personal relationship with in
dividual staff members, particularly at lower levels, creating morale
problems. Is there an answer to this problem?”
“To what extent should payroll policies, salary schedules, etc., be
made available to all employees? This information at times becomes
the subject of grapevine discussion and thereby leads to embarassment.”
“One partner wrote a letter to a client in which he made serious
misrepresentations. There was no system for informing other part
ners. Although we were directly affected by this action and had
every right in the partnership to protect ourselves, we were unable
to do so because we were uninformed.”
“Our key human relations problem is the age-old accounting firm
gripe—lack of communication between partners and staff. For ex
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ample, we had a young man refuse a proposed partnership offer
due to his inability to get along with one of the older partners in the
firm. Here we had true lack of communications—the older partner
did not realize that his disposition was standing in the way of
furthering the firm by adding new blood.”

All of the above case situations were submitted by CPAs.
They concern a common problem—communication.
W hat is this complex process of communication as it affects
the practicing CPA? W hat can he do to improve communication
in his practice? It is the purpose of this booklet to provide help
in answering these two important questions.

8

H O W IM P O R T A N T IS C O M M U N IC A T IO N ?

Any attempt to improve one’s self or one’s firm involves
change. Change requires additional inputs of time and energy.
In the busy life of the CPA, is the extra effort worth it? One
practical question deserves an answer before going further into
this subject: How important is communication?
We have few ways of measuring the value of so basic a process.
But by examining time spent on communication, activities affected
by communication and some basic problems of a communicator
we will gain some idea of its pervasive nature and critical im
portance.
The Dutch management consultant Luijk reports that 60 per
cent of the time of executives he has studied is devoted to com
munication in one form or another.
In another study the amount and percentage of time spent in
communicating by technical employees is almost exactly the
same:
Kind of Activity
Speaking and listening
Writing
Reading
Not communicating

Minutes
168
75
48
189

Per Cent of Workday
35
16
10
39
9

Most authorities agree that the higher the level of the job the
more important is the communication task because of the in
creasing number of activities, the greater involvement with people
and the widening circles of the executive’s influence.
Over one hundred activities of the typical manager have been
seen to involve communication as an integral part of each activity.
In order of their frequency, the manager:
1.

Supervises subordinates

2. Assigns work
3.

Conducts on-the-job training

4.

Evaluates performance, reviews work

5.

Inspects and evaluates

6.

Interprets reports

7.

Maintains records and files

8.

Instructs

9.

Orients new personnel

10.

Establishes standards and controls

11. Writes and prepares reports
12.

Analyzes reports

13.

Advises others

Extensive studies of the behavior of the manager in organi
zation life in recent years have revealed the need for improve
ment in each of the six basic communicating activities—the three
“expressive” activities of the communicator (acting, speaking
and writing), and the three “receptive” activities of the receiver
(observing, listening and reading). It is safe to say that the CPA
manager is no different.
He can be more expressive in his:
Acting. He needs to be more aware of how his every action,
in the role of manager, communicates loudly to others, especially
to his subordinates, and to learn to plan actions in terms of their
effect on others.
10

Speaking. He needs to express himself more precisely, put
together well-stated messages to others, improve the “color” and
warmth of his oral communication.
Writing. He needs to better structure what he writes, write
in terms of the audience, avoid ambiguity, jargon, excess verbiage.
He can be more receptive in his:
Observing. He can sharpen his ability to sense the real intent
behind another’s statement, sense conflict before it erupts, un
cover hidden needs of others when they may be obstructing
progress.
Listening. His action orientation often makes him a poor listener
in business situations which demand accurate reception of “feed
back” information for decision-making.
Reading. He needs to improve his ability to get at the gist of
a growing avalanche of incoming written information and dispose
of a mass of unimportant detail.
These various skill requirements in communication may be
structured as follows:
Expressive Skills

Receptive Skills

Nonverbal

Acting

Observing

Verbal

Speaking
Writing

Listening
Reading

Research proves that improvement in any one of these activity
areas can bring improvement in the others—a better speaker
becomes a better listener or reader—they are all related.
Improvement in the organization’s communication practices
will enhance members’ skills and provide a context for continuing
improvement. If everyone in the firm were to pay more attention
to how he writes memos, makes phone calls, leads meetings, etc.,
these skills would be bound to be sharpened.
Would it be worth the time and energy? There is abundant
evidence that it would.
11

A D E F IN IT IO N O F “ C O M M U N IC A T IO N ”

C ommunication is the process by which ideas and information
are transmitted from one person to another. Any functioning com
munication system, from the simplest to the most complex, is
made up of a message, a sender, some form of carrier, and a
receiver.
The effectiveness of the system depends on all four of these
elements. The system can break down because the message is
ambiguous or the communicator is ineffective or the carrier is
inadequate or the receiver fails to get the message. A fifth element
may also have an effect—the situation or context in which the
communication occurs.
Here is an example of a communication system breakdown in
an accounting firm: A partner of the firm (communicator) wishes
staff members to institute a new procedure (his message). He
sends out a written memo (carrier) to this effect. The staff
members (receivers) show no evidence of having put the new
procedure into action. W hat went wrong?
1. The intended message may not have been well organized
and clearly thought through.
12

2.

The communicator may not have developed a workable
procedure.

3.

The use of written memo alone, as the carrier, may not have
been sufficient ( a meeting might also have been needed).

4.

The receivers may have lacked the knowledge necessary to
understand the new procedure or lacked sufficient motiva
tion to put it into action.

5.

In addition, the context might have worked against communi
cation. There might have existed a negative atmosphere
which produced passive resistance on the part of staff mem
bers or a tradition of sluggishness in complying with written
procedures.

When attempting to improve the firm’s internal communication,
one would do well to examine all these elements in the communi
cation system. Too frequently we pinpoint only one or two ele
ments for improvement and may still fail to effect a system
improvement. Most people, when they think of “communication,”
tend to consider only written communication directed down
ward from top management. Attempts to improve communica
tion usually center around the content of the messages from
management. But such a limited view, of only a portion of this
complex system, will not suffice if real improvements in communi
cation are to be effected.
This booklet examines communication in the accounting firm
as a process, all of the functioning parts in the process behaving
in interaction with each other.
First, each of the parts will be examined separately, and then
viewed as a whole in several contexts or situations. We believe
that a better understanding of this process will contribute to
communication improvement.
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T H E S K IL L S O F T H E C O M M U N IC A T O R

H aving described communication as an interaction process, we
are obliged to magnify the process in order to examine its parts
separately.
Although every communicator may be, simultaneously, a re
ceiver, such as in oral, face-to-face communication, here we deal
only with the CPA as communicator in order to highlight this
one element. The communicator needs to sharpen three kinds
of skills: (1) as an actor; (2) as a speaker; (3) as a writer.

A C T IO N S S P E A K L O U D E S T

“I am senior partner in a small accounting firm and I’ve been
practicing for many years. I’ve always felt that dignity and con
servatism were important in public accounting work, but recently
have noticed that relationships within the firm have become
rather formal and business-like.
"Staff members really don’t work together very well and some
employees speak to each other only when absolutely necessary.
Their work is performed efficiently from a technical standpoint,
but they have been bringing me an increasing number of problems
which they could have solved among themselves.
"Some members of our staff will probably not stay with the
14

firm for any length of time, so I’m reluctant to develop them to
the extent that they might feel that the firm owes them a living.
On the other hand, this rather cold, formal atmosphere may
produce uneasiness and some anxiety among the younger staff
people, and could affect the firm’s performance as a whole.”
All the world’s a stage, said Shakespeare, and all the men and
women merely players. We don’t think of ourselves as "play
actors” in business in the sense that we "put on an act.” And
yet our actions or lack of action constantly communicate messages
to other people. We cannot not act!
The actions which have the greatest impact on the firm are
generally those of its highest ranking members. W hat do their
actions communicate to the firm?
A group of staff seniors were asked, "On what basis do you
judge your standing with your immediate superior?”
Here are the answers:
“From the amount of responsibility and authority he gives
me.” 74%.
“He asks my opinion frequently.” 58%.
“I still work for him.” 58%.
“I infer it from lack of criticism.” 58%.
"From the number of raises I received.” 46%.
"He tells me where I stand.” 42%.
“From promotions I receive.” 25%.
“I really have no basis for judging my standing.” 6%.
It is clear from this study that staff seniors determine how they
stand with the boss, not by what he tells them, but by what he
does—in this case the extent to which he gives them responsibility
and authority, asks their opinions, and gets raises and promotions
for them.
Most CPAs are content with the idea that our actions should
speak for us, but here’s the problem:
There is often a considerable discrepancy between what the
firm’s managers believe they are communicating and what is
actually conveyed by their actions to the receivers.
The following study reveals that employees had a far different
view of how often they received recognition than the number
of times the boss believed he was granting it.
15
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“Gives privileges”
“Gives more responsibility”
“Gives a pat on the back”
“Gives sincere and thorough praise”
“Trains for better jobs”
“Gives more interesting work”

52%
48%
82%
80%
64%
51%

Frequency with which
managers say “Very often.”

Asked of Managers
“How do you give recognition for good work done
by employees?”

14%
10%
13%
14%
9%
5%

Asked of Employees
“How does your superior
give recognition for good
work done by employ
ees?”
Frequency with which
employees say “Very of
ten.”

W hat this and other studies reveal is that some other factors
are involved in the communication between communicators and
receivers—over and above the message sending and receiving.
These factors have to do with how the receivers see the communi
cator and their relationship to him. So the communicator must do
more than act effectively—he must adapt his actions to take into
account the expectations, needs and values of his receivers. He
must develop a better knowledge of their expectations, needs
and values. This is especially important since subordinates are
affected by the strong tendency to “tell the boss what he wants
to hear.”
The top management of the accounting firm should examine
its own actions or lack of actions which may communicate posi
tive or negative “messages” to the rest of the firm.
This is not easy to do. Their actions occurring over a long
period of time develop into norms or standards of behavior.
Some are explicit, very often many of them are implicit and never
written down.
These norms of behavior in communication are sometimes
good, sometimes not. Those which are good today may be bad
tomorrow. So they should be examined periodically and if in
adequate, be changed.
Here are some typical norms which might be worth re-examin
ing if they exist in your firm:
1.

“Never express feelings in a meeting.”

2.

“Never go around the immediate superior with a problem.”

3.

“Never take issue with one’s superior.”

4.

“Provide only minimum information to the staff on manage
ment’s plans.”

5.

“Always report ‘good news’ upward, avoid reporting ‘bad
news.’ ”

6.

“Juniors should be seen and not heard.”

We don’t like to think that norms such as these actually exist
in our firm—but can we be sure?
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S P E A K IN G T O G E T R E S U L T S

“I’ve talked myself blue in the face to get these staff men to
see that billable time is what keeps us alive! So I check th
fellow’s progress and find he has barely completed 20 per cent the work and has spent 50 per cent of the budgeted time. His work
is perfect but it is obvious that no money will be made on this
account. How do you get through to a fellow like this?”
Getting through to people involves, of course, the total process
of communication. But it usually starts with somebody saying
something. It involves the skill of the speaker.
Oral expression is undoubtedly the most important, most con
trollable and most widely used communicating activity in public
accounting, in spite of the fact that the message frequently ends
up in the form of written communication.
From the point of view of the communicator’s skill, seven
aspects of speaking deserve review:
Understand the message yourself! Several of the best known
researchers on communication now say that this factor may
outweigh all others. Too often the communicator doesn’t
really understand what he is saying. But if you have a thor
ough grasp of your subject, you will be able to get it across
to someone else. An example of this is in trying to instruct a
junior in how to do a bank reconciliation in an orderly man
ner without thinking through beforehand just what’s involved.
The task has been acted out and studied in AICPA profes
sional development workshops. The time loss in not preplan
ning the instruction is enormous!
2. Structure the message! Consider the following elements in
the development of a structured message. They will assure
that the image in the mind of the communicator will not be
distorted as it is related to prior images in the mind of the
receiver.
(a) Give a “big picture” or road map to relate the parts to.
(b ) Explain how each part, in turn, fits this picture.
(c) Build bridges to relate the parts to each other.
(d ) Use analogies.
(e) Use words which are familiar to the receiver.

1.
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Again, a moment of thinking-before-speaking is called for.
Habitually we are deep into the subject before we have
bothered to explain the “Why, What, Where, When, etc.,” to
the listener.
The most susceptible to this tendency is the accountant who:
(1) Is in a hurry
(2) Knows his subject backward and forward
(3) Thinks fast
(4) Is reluctant to delegate jobs to subordinates
3.

Communicate your intent. Too often the receiver is asked to
take something “on faith” without knowing the intentions
behind the message. In many cases he will be more likely to
get the message and act intelligently if he can understand its
purpose.

4.

Use intonations. Accountants are not always the best actors.
Often they can afford to add color and interest to their oral
expression—raise and lower voice, pitch and volume—sound
more interesting!

5.

Use positive visual expression. When we concentrate we tend
to frown and most people in the accounting profession are
concentrating under pressure much of the time. An impres
sion of being critical, or negative, toward the other person is
often communicated unintentionally. This has been observed
frequently in simulated action situations. It seems to be an
occupational disease! To cure it takes conscious practice. Try
it out in front of the mirror.

6.

Consider the receivers goals. If two people’s goals are in con
flict or even at variance on the subject of the communication
this may reduce the effectiveness of the communication. Yet,
how often do we proceed with our own purposes in almost
total disregard of “what’s in it” for the other person? It may
be assumed that the other person’s goal will be slightly differ
ent from our own.

7.

Get feedback. We communicate—or we believe that we com
municate. But without measurement, without feedback, we
have no means of evaluating the efficiency of our communi19

cation. We sit back, believing that we have communicated
well. Better feedback would shatter this complacency and ex
pose our inadequacy! We might even be stimulated to try
again, to try for really good communication.
In one of the AICPA professional development management
workshops, a member of the study group is given a sheet
with a pattern of five rectangles. He is then placed behind
the blackboard and asked to “communicate” this message
to an audience of forty to sixty CPAs who will draw the rec
tangles on a paper. The first time he is allowed no feedback
of questions. Seldom does more than one member of the
audience record the correct patterns. The second time oral
feedback is permitted. Almost everyone gets a perfect score!
Checklist On Speaking H abits
Review these questions with respect to your own habits. Ask
others to check their impressions of your habits against your own
impressions.
1.

Do I speak too rapidly? Too slowly?

2.

Do I speak in a monotonous tone without variety?

3.

Do I stammer, lisp or have a dialect?

4.

Do I stall for time with “er-a” and “ah-ah?”

5.

Do I fail to enunciate—use lips, tongue and jaw?

6.

Do I sound timid or self-conscious?

7.

Do I trail off at the end of sentences?

8.

Am I hoarse or shrill?

9.

Do I overuse pet phrases like—“See what I mean?” etc.

W R IT IN G T O T H E R E A D E R

In emergencies, prepare Form 134 in the same manner as di
rected under A, above, and forward it to the SM&M Section on any
workday; or, at locations outside the General Office, if the emer
gency necessitates shipments from the General Office on the same
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day as that on which the requisition is being made, telegraph or
telephone (as appropriate) the requisitions of the location to the
supervisor involved at the General Office, who will prepare Form
134 covering the telephone or telegraph request in the same manner
as directed under A, above, forwarding the last copy to the location
originating the request, and all other copies, to the Comptroller,
Attention: SM&M Section.

T he written procedure excerpted above is a classic example of
governmental jargon. However, its equivalent can likely be found
in your files.
Many different types of writing are required in public account
ing-ranging from the highly structured, formalized audit report
to unstructured and informal personal correspondence.
But all forms of business writing have in common the purpose
of communicating something to someone—and almost always
there is room for improvement.
W hat universals may be applied to any kind of written com
munication to help assure that the message comes through?
A survey of the literature on business writing reveals these com
monly agreed upon elements which should be considered by the
CPA-writer:
1.

Say something at the start. A first requirement is to get the
reader’s attention. Yet most of us have a way of starting out
writing to ourselves. The usual perfunctory phrases can be
omitted at the start of most memos, reports and letters. The
first paragraph of almost any written piece can be rewritten
to advantage!
D on't write: “It has been called to our attention that certain
staff members have acquired the habit of procrastination in
the submission of expense reports, etc.”
Write: “Please get expense reports in on time from now on,”
etc.

2.

Keep the readers interest in mind. Empathy (the ability to
see things from the other person’s point of view) has been
discovered to be a basic ability of the good communicator.
Nowhere is this more important than in writing, because in
this kind of communication we do not have the receiver
21

physically present to remind us of his interest in what we say.
Don’t write; “In order for our firm to make a profit during
the coming year, all staff members should. . . .”
Write: “Your job security and opportunities for advancement
will be directly affected by what we accomplish, as a firm, in
the coming year.”
This involves far more than using “you” instead of “I,” it re
quires a reader-centered orientation. W hat does the reader
know in the first place? W hat is his interest in this? What is
he supposed to do about it? etc.
3.

Write in a way that comes naturally. A ten-year-old scholar
wrote the following:
“I do not know much about the Owl, so I will go on to the
beast which I am going to choose. It is the Cow. The Cow
is a mammal. It has six sides—right, left, an upper and below.
At the back it has a tail on which hangs a brush. W ith this
it sends the flies away so that they do not fall into the milk.
The head is for the purpose of growing horns and so that the
mouth can be somewhere. The horns are to butt with, and
the mouth is to moo with. Under the cow hangs the milk. It is
arranged for milking. When people milk, the milk comes and
there is never an end to the supply. How the cow does it I have
not yet realized; but it makes more and more. The cow has a
fine sense of smell; one can smell it far away. This is the reason
for fresh air in the country.”
The writer had something to say and said it as clearly as he
could, and so has unconsciously achieved style. But why do
we write, when we are ten, “so that the mouth can be some
where,” and perhaps when we are thirty, “in order to ensure
that the mouth may be appropriately positioned environmen
tally”? By the time we are fifty we may have learned again
to be simple and clear—but why not start sooner?

4.

Be thrifty with words. Most communications benefit by the
use of shorter words and fewer words.
Don’t write: “The senior partner proposed a suggestion re
garding a departure from our standard procedure with respect
to remuneration for overtime employment. Subsequently, as
22

a preliminary measure, we instituted an investigation to as
certain the number of the firm’s employees that would be
affected.”
Write: “The senior partner suggested a new way to pay for
overtime. The first thing we did was find out how many of
our people would be affected.”
Trim such wordy phrases as, enclosed herewith, attached here
to, with regard to, under date of, in the amount of and during
the course of, to enclosed, attached, about, of, for and during.
5.

Develop a clear structure. The best way to make sure that you
understand the written message you wish to convey—and
thus to insure that the reader will, too—is to outline it before
hand. Such an outline, in most cases, will serve you well in
the finished piece and should be used to guide the reader.

For example, here is an outline of the quotation at the start
of this section on writing:
1.
2.

In emergencies prepare Form 134 as shown in A above.
Send it to SM&M Section on any workday.
A. For shipments on the same day telegraph or telephone
request to the supervisor at the General Office.
(1) He will prepare Form 134 for your request.
(2) He will send you the last copy and send the Comp
troller all other copies marked “Attention: SM&M
Section.”

Compare this outline with the original above. It may not be
great writing or even particularly interesting—but it gets the
message across.
Checklist F or Review O f W riting
1.

Does it say something at the start?

2.

Does it keep the reader’s interest in mind? Does it avoid
“talking down”?

3.

Is it well structured? Can you follow it point by point?

4.

Is it stated positively? In active tense?

5.

Does it sound natural?
23

6.

Is it courteous?

7.

Is it thrifty with words? Is the language precise?

8.

Are sentences short? Concise? Direct?

9.

Are statements ambiguous? Fuzzy? Can they be interpreted
several ways?

10.

24

Does it summarize? State conclusions?

T H E S K IL L S O F T H E R E C E IV E R

J ust as there is a sender in all communication situations, we
sometimes forget that there is also a receiver. Each of us serve
both as senders and receivers, and at one and the same time might
be talking as a sender, and watching and listening as a receiver.
As the receiver how can we improve?
The attitude of the receiver will condition the effectiveness of
the sender quite apart from the sender himself. If the receiver is
negative toward the sender, communication is much less likely
to be effective than if the receiver is highly favorable toward the
sender.
The knowledge of the receiver is obviously important. The re
ceiver placed in a communication situation involving a completely
new subject behaves differently from one entering a relatively
familiar situation.
The communication skills of the receiver may drastically affect
the success of communication—the receptive skills of observing,
listening and reading. The receiver’s effectiveness in each of these
skills will limit the effectiveness of the sender’s parallel skills—
acting, speaking and writing.
Much can be done to improve these important receptive skills.
Lack of improvement is probably due to a common tendency to
25

view communication almost entirely as verbal output—how to get
our ideas across to others.
How may the CPA sharpen his receptive skills as an observer?
as a listener? as a reader?

O B S E R V IN G Y O U R S E L F A N D O T H E R S

We have had several misfortunes in hiring new men recently. Now
we are considering two candidates for a starting position. Both of
these chaps seem to be almost equal in experience, grades and back
ground. How do we decide between them?

The ability to observe other people—to determine what they
are really communicating to you—is an extremely valuable one.
The old saying that “what you mean speaks louder than what
you say” dramatizes the importance of judging people by their
behavior. We must judge the intentions of clients, of associates
and of subordinates in order to predict their future behavior to
ward us; this is basic to success in business.
Nowhere is the need for this skill more painfully acknowledged
than in the hiring practices of CPAs.
The following is a “communications checklist” for observation
of an applicant in an employment interview. It can be applied, of
course, to many other situations and categories of people.
1.

Mental effectiveness. Focus attention on how effectively the
applicant uses his abilities.
(a) Is he precise or is he rather fuzzy in remembering
dates, places and names?
(b ) Does he understand the question quickly?
( c ) Does it take him a long time to express an idea?
(d ) Does he organize his thinking to a complex question?
For example, does he say “Well, there are three things
that I look for in a job—one . . . two . . . three. . . .”

2.

Character and personality. In making judgments as to char
acter and personality, you deal with intangible matters and
select from the clues given by the applicant.
(a) Is he grown up, mature, and able to act his age?
26

(b )

(c)
(d )

How tense is he? Does he fidget or squirm in his chair,
tap his fingers or swing his foot? Does he show outward
signs of excessive inner agitation?
Is he a man of convictions and quiet beliefs, or is he
highly prejudiced and emotional about what he thinks?
Does he appear to be a man who enjoys life? Is he en
thusiastic, interested, alive? Is there warmth of feeling
to his comments, or is he negative, detached in his
feelings?

3.

Skill in human relations. This involves not only skills but also
attitudes, understanding and personal warmth.
(a ) Do you like him as a person? If not, can you pinpoint
the reason why you do not like him?
(b ) Do you think that your clients would like and respect
him?
(c) Is he self-assertive? Does he argue quickly or can he
differ with you tactfully?

4.

Supervisory ability. Evaluate the applicant’s ability to super
vise others.
(a) When given a chance during the interview, did he seem
to move in and take charge?
(b ) Did you think he would suddenly “fold up” if you dis
agreed with him, or do you think he could argue tact
fully?

5.

Consulting skills. This involves a judgment regarding the pat
tern of the man’s traits and abilities.
(a) Is he a man of good character and personality? Would
he gain the client’s confidence?
(b ) Is he neat, poised and courteous and does he have a
pleasing manner?
(c) Is he a convincing conversationalist? Is he alert and
capable of deep rather than superficial conversation?
(d ) Is he anxious for an opportunity to prove himself, or is
he looking for security? Has he indicated that he habitu
ally gives his work extra effort?
(e ) Does he speak well of others? Does he have and main
tain close friendships?
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(f)
(g )

Does he describe people in depth, or does he talk only
about their overt characteristics?
Is he "things” or “people” oriented?

6. General impact. Develop a general statement regarding the
applicant as a person.
(a) Is he neat, robust, does he have good posture and a
good facial expression?
(b ) Is he tactful, courteous, confident, warm, enthusiastic
cheerful, optimistic, animated and humorous?
(c) Does he have good pronunciation, enunciation, vocabu
lary and grammar? Does he express himself freely, clear
ly and in an original manner?
(d ) Has he exhibited mental effectiveness, good character
and personality skill in human relations and insight?
(e) Did you immediately sense that this man is exceptional
and likely to be hired?
Observation to judge another person—his attitudes, personality,
motivations, etc.—is only one-half of the coin. The other is obser
vation to judge yourself—as to how you are affecting other people.
This need to see ourselves as others see us is of special impor
tance to the partner in a firm whose actions affect a whole organi
zation.
C hecklist F or Self -Observation
The following list of questions, developed from research as
"Personal Concerns of Everyone for Feedback,” may stimulate
personal self-appraisal in this area. It may be helpful to ask others
with whom you are associated to help you answer some of these
questions about yourself:
1.

How
(a)
(b )
(c)
(d )
(e )
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do others react to me as a person?
W hat kind of first impression do I make?
Does the impression remain?
Do I have offensive mannerisms?
Do I put others at ease?
Am I honest with my reactions?

2.

Do m y actions communicate effectively?
(a) Do I talk too much or too little?
(b ) Do I appear to want to win my point vs. solve problems?
(c) Am I able to stick to the subject or do I wander?
(d ) Do I monopolize?
(e) Am I dogmatic—opinionated?
( f ) Am I subjective or objective?
(g) Do I overcompromise?

3.

How
(a)
(b )
(c)
(d )
(e)

do I relate to others?
Do I listen?
Do I block what other people try to do?
Am I helpful in drawing people out?
Do I appear too aggressive or hostile?
Do I show anger when challenged?

4. Am I a “good” group member?
( a ) Do I help create a favorable atmosphere?
(b ) W hat roles or functions do I perform well?
(c) How well do I identify myself with the group?
(d ) Do I put personal needs above group goals?
(e) How much do I contribute to group effort?

A R E Y O U R E A L L Y L IS T E N IN G ?

You get the feeling when you enter his office and start to talk that
he’s giving you polite attention but really can’t wait until you leave.
But worse yet, he really isn’t listening!
—Statement by a Junior Accountant

T his can be stated as a principle of a sort: The older a CPA gets,
the more he knows, and the higher he rises in the world, the
more he tends to talk and the less he likes to listen.
He thinks he listens, of course, but having learned to be selec
tive in listening he always runs the risk of listening only for those
things he wants to hear. But are the things he wants to hear what’s
best for him and the firm?
Studies by research groups have indicated that people in busi
ness spend 45 per cent of their time listening to other people. The
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average person remembers about one-half of what he hears; much
of what he thinks he hears is not what the speaker intended!
It is possible to increase listening proficiency by learning some
of the reasons for poor listening, and making a strong effort to
listen in a different way.
Here are nine bad habits that work against good listening:
1.

Letting the mind take side excursions. Most people can think
four times as fast as the average speaker speaks. The “poor
listener” lets the mind wander, while the “good listener” uses
the extra thinking capacity to analyze what is being said.

2.

Trying to memorize “isolated statements of fact.” The process
of memorizing causes the mind to close temporarily to the re
ception of additional information. It is better to listen for the
central idea—to “get the gist.”

3.

Emotional deaf spots caused by prejudice against words, peo
ple, movements, etc. Try to avoid reaction against the speaker,
and hear what is said. Frequently we must make allowance
for the grammar and enunciation of younger people. They
still may have fresh and useful ideas.

4.

Supersensitive listening. This is a tendency to refute and re
but, preparing your answer instead of hearing the entire state
ment. This is quite common in partner meetings.

5.

Blocking out complex information. In avoiding what is difficult
to understand, there is a tendency to “turn off your radio,” to
refuse to listen and to say “get to the point.”

6.

Premature dismissal of a subject. You think “he has nothing
to say.” Maybe he has something of interest to say to you,
even if the way he says it bores you. Listen for what can be
of value to you.

7.

Pretending attention. You are only fooling yourself—you miss
the opportunity to learn or even to refute intelligently.

8.

Yielding to distractions. A poor listener is distracted by the
appearance of the speaker, outside noises, personal discom
fort, etc. Try to concentrate on what is being said by shutting
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off the distracting noise, moving closer to the speaker, asking
him to speak louder. How often do you fail to do the other the
courtesy of explaining that you can’t hear him clearly?
9.

Pencil and paper listening. This habit can mean half listening.
Too much concentration on writing can result in skip and
miss listening. But summary notes of ideas can be valuable and
the use of diagrams may help in the recall of ideas.
C hecklist O f L istening Skills

1.

Prepare yourself physically by facing the person speaking
and making sure that you can hear.

2.

W atch the person speaking as well as listen to him.

3.

Decide from the appearance of the person speaking and his
delivery whether or not what he has to say is worthwhile.

4.

Listen primarily for ideas and underlying feelings.

5.

Determine your own bias, if any, and try to allow for it.

6.

Keep your mind on what the person speaking is saying.

7.

Interrupt as soon as courtesy permits if you hear a statement
you believe to be wrong.

8.

Make sure before answering that you’ve considered the other
person’s point of view.

9.

Try to have the last word—this helps to promote attentive
listening.

10.

Make a conscious effort to evaluate the logic and credibility
of what you hear.

R E A D IN G W IT H A P U R P O S E

Reading skills can be improved. Perhaps more so than with any
of the other communicating skills, reading is a learned skill. It is
less innate or inborn and often has been learned incorrectly. There
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just isn’t time in the day to cover all the materials flowing over
your desk. And yet every partner has to keep current. You run
fast just to hold your own. W hat can be done?
The skills of reading, once set into a pattern, do not necessarily
improve with experience.
There are an increasing number of reading improvement pro
grams available, including programmed do-it-yourself courses.
Most of these courses put strong emphasis on more rapid
reading coupled with better comprehension. W ith more attention
and practice most of us can do something about lazy, slow reading
habits.
But the busy partner of an accounting practice, like most execu
tives, faces a problem which the most rapid reading can never
solve—an impossible mountain of material which could be read.
He must be selective. And yet most of us have been taught to read
with care from the beginning to the end of any piece of written
material.
Is this kind of reading really essential? Is it even affordable?
Sometimes it is. But which materials require slow, plodding atten
tion and which could be skimmed?
There are many different ways to read, different things to look
for, different speeds at which to read. Which way one reads de
pends on his purpose. But you must decide on your purpose
before you start. Too often we plod through material without our
purpose in mind. The author’s purpose may be different than
ours. Here are some major purposes in reading. Each suggests
a somewhat different approach to the material:
1.

Getting the main idea. One purpose in reading is merely to
get the main idea. All you w ant to end up with is one sentence
that expresses the nub of the memo or article—or even the
book! In doing this you can scan headings and skim sentences
to give you the main topics and ideas.

2.

Extracting important details. Important details form the basis
for the main idea. Usually these are facts or evidence of some
kind which are relevant to the main idea. This may be a
detail which makes the main idea worth believing or accepting.
“What is he getting at—and how does he know?”
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3.

Getting answers to our questions. Frequently we are seeking
information or ideas which may or may not be in the material.
Here you scan in terms of your question, ignoring everything
unrelated to it.

4.

Evaluating the material. Another approach is called for when
we are reading to evaluate—either the work of outsiders or,
more often, the reports and correspondence of subordinates.
The technical aspects of business writing are dealt with else
where—here our concern is with the content of the written
material: Do I agree with this? W hat is the writer’s evidence?
How did he reach this conclusion?

5.

Applying what you read. Here your purpose is practical appli
cation of what the writer says. But the writer doesn’t have
the space or knowledge to point out applications which you
might make. In this case the reader may add a lot to and even
change, in his own mind, what the written material suggests.
C heck Your Reading H abits
Good

Poor

Do you read at a regular time
each day?

Do you try to slip reading in
at odd moments in the day?

Do you read a variety of liter
ature?

Do you stick strictly to busi
ness literature?

Do you preview, skim and
scan?

Do you read word-by-word,
stopping at each word?

Do you read with your own
purpose in mind?

Do you wonder why you have
read articles after you’ve com
pleted them?

Do you look for the author’s
logical organization and struc
ture?

Do you frequently discover
when you finish reading that
you’ve forgotten what you
read?

Do you seek to get the gist of
an article?

As you read can you hear
yourself form words? Do your
lips move?
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THE M ESSAGE

The message in communication is the meaning which the sender
intends to convey to the receiver. The carrier he uses may be a
gesture, an oral statement or a written memorandum, but a mes
sage is conveyed by each of these means. The message, itself, is
our concern here.
No matter what carriers are used, all messages tend to have
structural characteristics of two types: (1) cognitive (tangible)
structure; (2) feeling structure.
Each of these types of structure affects the other. When a mes
sage is put together in a sound, logical way the feelings of the
receiver will tend to be more positive than if it is ambiguous.
When the sender conveys warm feeling as a part of his message,
his thoughts are more likely to get across.
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In general, the proper structuring or organizing of the message
will have a great deal to do with its effective transmission.

C O G N IT IV E S T R U C T U R E

E very message should contain these elements, in some degree:
1. A clear statement of the purpose—in terms of the interests,
needs and purposes of the receiver, if possible.
2.

A “road map” of some kind as to the content of the message—
what is to follow.

3.

Clear organization of each of the parts or units of the message
—whether they are oral statements, or written paragraphs.

4.

Bridges which link the parts together, show their relationships
and knit together the whole of the message.

5.

Conclusions which rephrase, summarize and state again the
purpose.

F E E L IN G S T R U C T U R E

T he message is the meaning being conveyed. Meaning is the end
result of the thought and feeling expressed and feeling can greatly
reinforce the thought. This is why speaking is more powerful than
writing. Feeling is much more difficult to convey in written com
munication.
Scores of CPAs have participated in an experiment in one of
the AICPA professional development workshops which studies
the effects of “feeling messages” on the receiver. The experiment
proves dramatically that how the sender is seen (as a close friend,
source of help, threat or enemy) and how the sender communi
cates the feeling associated with how he is seen ( strong like, mild
like, mild dislike or strong dislike) have a great deal to do with
what the receiver will understand and believe and how he will
act! The chart on page 36 shows the results reported by several
dozens of CPAs.
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A source of help

An enemy

A threat

Neutral

Mild like

A friend

75%

Per
Cent

Positive action

Erratic

65%

40%

( The amount and quality of
action you provoke)

Receiver’s
Action

Wary,
doubtful,
suspicious
Unreasoned
rejection

Mild
dislike

Strong
personal
dislike

0

25%

Reverse action

Reluctant
roadblocks

—50%

10%

There Is No Neutral
All relationships have a bearing on belief and action of receivers of communication

Acceptance with
reasonable
questions

Unreasoned
acceptance

Strong
personal
like
100%

(The amount and quality of
belief in what you say)

(The feeling
you give him )

Per
Cent

( How the other
person views you)

Receivers
Belief

Receivers
Behavior

Parties’
Relationship

Checklist T o Review Message P lanning
In planning to communicate, do I . . .
1.

Understand the message I want to convey?

2.

Structure the message:
(a) give the “big picture”?
(b ) explain how each part fits the whole?
(c) build verbal bridges to relate the parts?
(d ) use analogies, familiar samples?
(e) use words familiar to the receiver?
( f ) communicate my intent?

3.

Select the appropriate carrier of the message?

4.

Seek and get feedback?

5.

Consider situation factors, such as:
(a) goals?
(b ) relationships?
(c) organization situation?
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C A R R IE R S O F C O M M U N IC A T IO N

Our men travel constantly and would have no place to sit if they
were all in the office at one time. We have very few staff meetings,
no annual meeting, not even partners’ meetings. W e communicate
mostly through memos.
—Statement by a Managing Partner

I t is difficult to draw the distinction between messages and
the carriers of messages but the separation of the two helps point
up the importance of selecting the appropriate medium or carrier.
There is much evidence that businessmen fall into the habit of
using certain “common carriers” at the expense of good communi
cation. For example, one CPA reports heavy reliance, almost
complete reliance, on written communication in dealing with staff
men. Another is an habitual phone user, etc.
There may be a tendency for the small and medium-sized firm
to fall into the use of the more formal communication carriers
which must be used by the large firm. Yet there are real advan
tages for the smaller CPA firm in taking advantage of the more
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informal and personal modes of communicating which are more
likely to exist in the smaller organization.
The following table of the major carriers of communication
and accompanying descriptions seems to bear out this possibility.

T h e M ajor C arriers O f C o m m u n ic a tio n

Nonverbal

Verbal

Joint efforts—work, guide, participative
experiment
Show—pointing, models, demonstrations
Gesture—body, facial, hands, sound
effects, music
Draw—diagrams, graphs, cartoons
Picture—motion pictures, slides, photos
Recall—recall experiences in common,
analogies
Actional talk—actional, operational lan
guage
Generalized talk—abstract words, gener
alized language
Write—one-way communication, limited
feedback

effe c t iv e

»

□CalG
of
Effectiveness

in e ffe c tiv e

1. Joint efforts. Where opportunities exist for individuals to work
together, sharing common experiences in daily events, need
for more formal reporting is minimized and understanding is
enhanced. The worthwhile gains derived from sharing ex
periences are true to the point that a principle of management
can be phrased:
We get the most understanding of a person and his purposes when
we work together with him in some creative activity in which we
both can sense and tell each other about our feelings.

Note that these first five carriers of communication require
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few words, if any, inasmuch as they are “nonverbal” devices.
It is not until mid-way down the scale of “effectiveness” that
verbal tools come into significant use. The shortcomings of
words further emphasize the obstacles which the sender must
overcome. Effective communication of ideas is maximized by
experience and has a tendency to be minimized with the use
of language. And yet, language accounts for more than 90
per cent of most reports with pictures, graphs, etc., serving as
the remainder of the communication.
2. Showing. Not all business events lend themselves to the tech
niques of showing through the use of models, demonstrations
or “on the spot” tours of problems in action. Nevertheless,
these devices offer the closest possible substitute approach
to first-hand insight into either a problem or a recommended
course of action. Thus, as a technique for reporting ideas,
showing is placed next highest on the scale of effectiveness.
3. Gesturing. As a method of communicating ideas to others, the
use of bodily motions, facial expressions and gestures of the
hands is often overlooked by the sender. Yet, researchers and
practitioners in the field of communication are increasingly
becoming alert to the value of these nonverbal tools for trans
mitting ideas. Gesturing, then, rates high on the effectiveness
scale because of its close approximation to the event as it
occurred.
4. Drawing. Next on the scale of effectiveness comes the device
of drawing. Included in this area is the use of diagrams, graphs,
and similar line representations of events. Diagrams, graphs,
etc., provide a reporter with an opportunity to communicate
his ideas in terms of structure and relationships, unencumbered
by the minute details of a specific event. In many business
problem situations, the sender will wish to focus attention on
a typical, i.e., “average” series of happenings so as to illustrate
the relationship of one occurrence to another. Often, too, the
structure of the problem or recommendation is an element of
key importance in the transmitting of ideas. It is in this area
of structural relationships that graphics serve as a most ef
fective technique. Diagrams serve to illustrate those features
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common to many similar events, and for this reason they are
ranked slightly ahead of pictures.
5. Picturing. Pictures and photos also can be looked upon as
effective means for communicating ideas. However, to the
extent that picture media represent one event, frozen in
time, they are often ranked lower, on a broad scale, than are
graphic representations. The well-established ratio of one pic
ture: 1,000 words may be true but other graphic techniques of
fer the possibility for increasing the idea vs. word ratio.
6. Recalling. The first five techniques discussed depend upon
recalling (or recreating) experiences in the mind of the re
ceiver. However, these experiences depend on words to a
minimum extent. W hen words come into consideration as a
means for passing on ideas, the method of establishing an
area of common understanding through the use of analogies,
examples and commonly felt or related experiences places
uppermost on the scale of verbal effectiveness. Examples or
analogies are useful verbal substitutes for sharing an event, up
to a point. Analogies and examples can never take the place
of the event, they can only serve as a representative sample.
7. Actional talking. The purposes of the sender are keys to the
type of language most likely to accomplish the task of trans
mitting ideas. Where the objectives are the fullest under
standing possible of individual points of view, reports of
events and estimates of future possibilities, actional or op
erational language minimizes distortion and maximizes op
portunity for effective communication.
Actional language involves the use of verbs and adverbs which
convey a sense of doing or motion. Words ending in “ing,”
such as "running, moving, signing,” convey the idea of action
or historical quality. “The machine was operated,” “a transfer
of responsibilities” or “the manager should sign the form” are
illustrations of phrases which portray less action than the “ing”
words.
8. Generalized talking. Where the purposes of the sender lean
heavily toward the area of persuasive action (particularly
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where emotional involvement and minimum understanding
of specifics are primary goals) generalized talking can prove
effective. Advertising language, for example, is laden more
often than not with broad generalities which have wide mean
ings for many listeners. The language of the political cam
paigner and the inspirational lecturer is most often the lan
guage of generalized rather than actional speaking.
Generalized language also is identified under the label of
“abstract” language. Such language is considered abstract be
cause the generalized words are further and further removed
from a report of a particular event. They are words which place
emphasis on a few similarities, overlooking many of the in
herent differences in events. Only a few characteristics are
abstracted from what is going on.
The diagram on page 43 illustrates the various “levels of
abstraction” at which descriptive words can be placed. When
a staff member requesting a file wishes to describe “Audit
Workpapers of ABC Co.,” for example, any words on the
diagram could be used. The important point to remember in
selecting a highly abstract or highly generalized word in
describing is: The more abstract the word, the greater the
number of differences which the word encompasses in its
possible meaning; the greater the risk of misunderstanding.
9. Writing. A notion held by many individuals has been humor
ously expressed by the statement: “Don’t worry about getting
it right, get it written.” Where clear-cut understanding of
ideas is the object of the sender, the other carriers offer
margins of effectiveness over written communications for one
major reason: W ritten communication, being preponderantly
one-way, offers limited opportunities for feedback. “Feedback”
is the method for exchanging points of view, giving and taking
understandings, correcting misunderstandings and of reaching
a common meeting ground for decision-making. This booklet
suffers from the limited opportunities (if indeed any oppor
tunities exist) for the interchange of points of view between
the writer and the readers. It is because of the limitations
upon feedback inherent in written techniques, that writing
remains at the bottom of the comunication effectiveness scale.
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SUMMARY

N ine types of communication “carriers” have been described.
Few of these rely heavily on language. W ritten communication
as a carrier was placed at the bottom of the list where the general
test was the ability to transmit ideas with maximum under
standing and minimum distortion.
Notwithstanding the shortcomings of written communication,
business needs and practice often provide occasions where only
written reports can be made.
Where a written report is the only form suitable, the one
writing the report should recognize first the obstacles and limita
tions of his media and then strive to employ his full talents to
overcome or reduce these barriers.
We have stressed the merits of using models, gestures, dia
grams, pictures and examples as effective reporting devices. Most
of these devices can be interwoven with written reporting to in
crease further the opportunities for acceptance and understand
ing of the writer’s ideas.

T he L adder Of Abstraction
High Level Abstraction

■>

File
Client
File

Workpapers
Audit
Workpapers
ABC Co.
Audit Workpapers
of ABC Co.

<-

Low Level Abstraction
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C hecklist F or E valuating
T h e C arrier O f C ommunication

Checks Indicate Carrier Most Appropriate to the Listed Quality
Telephone Interview Meeting Writing
Shortest time
Most accuracy
Best quality
Greatest impact
Best morale builder
Largest size audience
Effective storage
and retrieval
Most satisfactory legally
Most orderly
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THE C O NTEXT

T he situation or context within which communication occurs
can play an important part, both positively and negatively. The
work life in the public accounting firm will be the context focused
upon here.
Four major aspects of context will be examined:
Climate. A supportive atmosphere will aid communication,
a defensive one will usually inhibit it.
Motivation. How interested the partners are in communi
cating will have a profound effect on the rest of the firm.
Channels. “Who talks to whom,” through what kinds of
channels, often makes a difference in organizational com
munication.
Type of Organization. An authoritarian type of organization
will have a different pattern of communication than a par
ticipative one.
Climate. The lack of a proper climate of confidence and mutual
understanding can be a serious barrier to good communication.
If partners in the firm have different backgrounds, different ob
jectives, different ambitions or different motivations, these dif
ferences may make for a tremendous variation in perspective
among all the rest of the firm members.
People whose goals, as well as backgrounds, are different—
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people who are not united through working to achieve a common
purpose—will find themselves communicating at cross-purposes.
They may think they are talking about one thing when in fact
they are talking about two entirely different things. Presumably
the subject is the same to both, but divergent personal concepts
of the subject—different evaluations not only of the subject but
of what the other fellow means by the subject—may preclude
the possibility of really effective understanding.
Motivation. The lack of motivation to communicate arises often
where there is no sound tradition of good communication.
A staff man who is himself the victim of poor communication
will not have too much material to communicate. He will not be
stimulated by precept and example to attempt to communicate
efficiently, and may be uncertain about real or imagined "policy”
circumstances. Imperfect knowledge of the situation, combined
with a lack of confidence or security, will tend to make him
draw in his horns, play it close to the vest. The less he com
municates, the fewer mistakes he can make, or at least the fewer
he can be charged with.
This lack of desire or will to communicate is usually due to
lack of motivation and is bound up with the previous obstacle,
absence of the proper climate of confidence. While the desire to
communicate rarely exists without this necessary climate, the
reverse is not true. Mere creation of the proper communication
climate will not guarantee creation of the desire to communicate.
But it is a prerequisite!
An example of this is found in the report of a management
firm which had been requested to install a personnel department
in a company that had existed without one for years. In studying
the firm, the consultants found that the president had isolated
himself both physically and communicatively from the rest of
the organization. His example provided no motivation to other
executives to communicate. After study, the consultants con
cluded that their real job was not to set up a personnel department
—which would have had to operate in a vacuum—but to establish
a sound communication pattern in the company.
The requirement here is for senior partners to create the desire
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—the will—among members of the firm to communicate, and to
prove that there are benefits to doing so.
Channels. The formal pattern of communication usually follows
the organizational pattern of the business, and thus flows through
channels of authority. Far more necessary, however, is an effective
informal pattern of communication which flows through channels
of contact—through which the man who needs a piece of informa
tion gets it directly from the man who has it. The difference
between the two is the difference between getting things done
the easy way, and getting them done in the “old army way.”
(The new army way recognizes this problem.)
Since normally these two sets of channels are entirely different,
some people sense conflict in their simultaneous existence. Some
feel that communication outside the formal channels of authority
leads to a loss of control. This may be the viewpoint of the typical
poor communicator or one who is insecure.
The tendency to get bogged down in channels does not belong
exclusively to the large organization. It can happen in a small
accounting firm! An example of one large company’s efforts to
combat the tendency is illustrated by the following footnote to
its organization chart:
Channels of Contact. While the organization structure and chart
define lines of responsibility, authority, and accountability, they do
not indicate or limit channels of contact, or flow of information,
between or among members of the organization. Organization policy
permits and expects the exercise of common sense and good judg
ment, at all organization levels, in determining the best channels of
contact for expeditious handling of Company work. Contacts, and
flow of information, between people and components of the organ
ization should be carried out in the simplest and most direct way
practicable. . . .

Types of organization. Organization research shows that, to a
considerable extent, the kind of communication an organization
gets is the end result of the way it’s organized—this may go all
the way back to the philosophy of management of the top man.
Thus, to create important changes in communications, if this is
what is needed, the very form of organization may need to be
reviewed and revised.
The following table demonstrates this point:
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Downward

Downward

Direction of
information flow

Direction of
influence

Mostly downward

Mostly downward

Little

( Benevolent autocrat)
(Paternalism)

(Staunch autocrat)
(“Do it or else”)

Very little

Friendly Authoritarian

Type of Organization,

Tough Authoritarian

Amount of
interaction

Character of
Communication Process

Down, up
and with peers

Down, up
and with peers

Much with both
individuals and groups

(Team organization)

Participative Group

C hecklist F or C omparing C ommunications Process
W ith T ype O f Organization U sed

Little upward
communication
except spy system, suggestion
system or some
similar devices

Powerful forces
to distort information and deceive
superiors

Tends to be generally inaccurate except for supplementary systems

Forces leading to
accurate or distorted
information

Accuracy of upward
communication

Information that
boss won’t like is
filtered out

Occasional forces
to distort; also
forces for honest
communication

Limited upward
communication;
needs suggestion
system, and similar devices

Type of Organization
_ _ _ _ _
'
Tough Authoritarian
Friendly Authoritarian

Need for supplementary information
system

Character of
Communication Process

Usually
fairly
accurate

Virtually no forces to
distort, and powerful
forces to
communicate accurately

No need
except when
lack of skills
prevent
functioning
of system

Participative Group

R E V IE W O F C O M M U N IC A T IO N P R A C T IC E S

T he final checklist on the next pages summarizes the booklet
and provides a means for evaluating the firm’s total system of
communication. It is suggested that you reproduce this form,
distribute it for all the members of the firm to fill out anonymously,
then tabulate and analyze the results. Those results may suggest
a variety of possible actions for your firm to improve its com
munication procedures.
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C hecklist F or R eviewing
C ommunication P ractices

Purpose and Instructions
The purpose of this survey is to provide valuable new infor
mation regarding our management development needs in com
munication.
In filling out this form, please take adequate time. The form
has been designed so that you can minimize the writing required.
However, the value of the study will depend in large measure on
the degree of thoughtfulness, objectivity, and judgment exercised
by each person replying.
We would like to have your frank opinion. As a means of en
couraging complete freedom of response on your part, we ask
that you not indicate your name or other information which
would tend to identify you personally. The results of this survey
will be used exclusively in guiding our efforts to help strengthen
our managerial capabilities.
indicate how well you believe our firm is fulfilling
the item by making an appropriate check mark in one
of the next four columns as follows:

please

+ + This is an area in which we are doing an out
standing job.
+ This is an area in which we are doing better than
average.
— This is an area in which we are not up to par and
in which improvement is needed.
-----This is an area in which improvements of major
proportions can be achieved.
make any specific comments you wish which might
provide us with further understanding of the extent or
nature of the need for improved performance in the in
dicated area.

please

When you have finished the questionnaire, please insert it in the
accompanying preaddressed envelope and send it t o ________ .
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C hecklist F or Reviewing
C ommunication P ractices
1. Functional Communications
(a ) Are all personnel made aware of the firm’s policies, and
kept informed on changes?
(b ) Does each staff member understand, accept, and support
our firm’s objectives and policies?
(c ) Are partners and staff members effective in presenting
(verbally and in writing) well-organized ideas?
(d ) Are staff people given adequate information about what
is expected?
(e ) Are staff members given the reasons for the assignments
they are asked to perform?
( f ) Are all members able to obtain the information they need
to accomplish their work objectives?
(g) Is timely, reliable, summary information available at all
times on all pertinent matters such as progress, schedules,
etc.?
(h) Do staff men feel free to request information from higher
levels when necessary?
( i ) Do staff men feel free to register complaints or con
structive criticism without reprisal?
( j ) Is each partner or manager ready to listen to what subor
dinates have to say, and is he well-informed as to their
situations and needs?
2. Communication in Supervision
(a ) Are standards of performance clearly established so that
each employee knows what is expected of him?
(b ) Are committees and meetings used productively for op
erations and communications purposes?
(c ) Do our people have an appropriate sense of urgency so
as to maintain quality and schedule standards, and to
know how far to go to get a job done properly without
being led by the hand?
(d ) Are people systematically and fairly evaluated—and kept
aware of their progress?
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(e ) Is good performance praised often enough and in a suit
able way?
3. Communication for Control
(a ) In the planning process, have provisions been made to
measure or determine results in relation to objectives?
(b) When a variance is found between results and plans,
are the reasons isolated and identified?
( c ) Are budgets, reports, objectives, schedules, standards and
procedures properly used as tools to improve performance?
(d ) Is adequate and timely information provided as a basis
for control decisions?
(e ) Are all the people on the staff aware of the firm’s plans,
and have they developed their individual plans to support
the firm’s objective?
4. Interunit Communication
(a ) Is there sufficient co-operative effort among partners
and among staff people so that the firm functions as a
closely knit team?
(b) Do individuals tend to keep others informed on projects
or decisions in which more than one function should be
involved?
(c) Is each person able to work effectively in co-operation
with other individuals in his working unit?
(d) Do individuals tend to understand the responsibilities
and problems of other individuals or working units?
5. Client and Community Communication
(a ) Are we fulfilling our responsibilities to the local com
munities we serve?
(b) Is our firm and its work known to the public?
(c) Is the clients’ image of our firm the image which we
want them to have—in terms of service, quality, products,
etc.?
(d) Are our people adequately informed on civic and eco
nomic matters, and sufficiently active in "external” affairs?
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